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Abstract: 2.2’: 2”,2”‘-Bis(ethano)tetraaryltin. derivatives la-c were synthesized and their 
conformational analysis including a X-ray structure analysis of lc and stereoisomerization have 
been investigated. 

Conformations and stereoisomerizations of compounds of the type A@ (Z = group 14 elements) 

have attracted considerable interest. 1 The symmetry of any conformer of this type must belong to 

one of the following seven point groups (Dad, C2v. S4, Dp, Cs, Cp, and Cl).2 X-Ray analyses of 

PhqZ (Z = C,2 Si,4 Ge,g Sri,,, Pb7) molecules show Sq-symmetry in all cases. Detailed empirical 

force-field calculations on the stability and dynamics of tetraarylmethanes and -silanes have also 

been reported by Mislow and co-workers, showing D2d-symmetry for tetraphenylmethane and S4- 

symmetry for tetraphenylsilane.t8 Ar4Z molecules in S4 or D2dsymmetry are obvfously not chiral. 

Optical resolution of this type of compounds requires the fixation of conformation into one of the 

three (D2, Cp, and Cl) symmetries. We have recently demonstrated an ethano-bridging method for 

the fixation of conformation and succeeded in the optical resolution of triarylboranes.9 The method 

is now applied to ArqZ molecules. Inspection of the molecular model indicates that ethano- 

bridgings of the two aryl groups in Ar4Z lead to D2 or Q-symmetry. We report synthesis, 

conformational analysis, and stereoisomerization of 2,2’:2”,2”‘-bis(ethano)tetraaryftins la-c. 

a : X=Y= H, b : X,Y= -CH=CH-CH=CK, c : X = ~a, y= H 

The compounds la-c were synthestzed via bls(2-bromoaryl)ethanes 2a-c. Di-lithiation of the 

dlbromides 2a-c was carried out by fert-butyllithium (4.0 equiv) in diethyl ether at -30 OC. To this 

solution, tin(N) chloride (0.5 equiv) was slowly added and the mixture was gradually warmed up to 
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room temperature and then refluxed for 4 h. After chromatographic separation, the ethano-bridged 

tetraaryltin 1 was obtained (la in 14%, lb in 16%, lc in 6% yields).10 In order to clarify the 

conformation of 1, an X-ray analysis of lc was undertaken. 11 Two independent molecules having 

very similar structures were observed in a crystal lattice. One of these structures is shown in Fig. 1. 
The molecule occupies a crystallographic site of Cp-axis [C2(1) in Fig. I] and has the two 

independent Sn-C bond lenghts, the three CSn-C bond angles, and the two tilt angles of benzene 

rings (see caption of Fig. 1). However, the differences of these values are small and the molecule 

almost lies on the other two Q-axes (Q(2) and C2(3) in Flg. l] both of which are perpendicular to 

the Q(l) axis. Thus, the overall structure of lc is very close to the D2structure. 

To evaluate the stability of S4- 

Fig. 1 ORTEP view of lc showing 50% 
thermal ellipsoids. Bond distances (A) 
including Sn; C(l)-Sn 2.177(7), C(7)-Sn 
2.173(7). Bond angles; o = 112.9(3)“, 6 = 
102.9(2)0, y = 111.7(4). The tilt angles of the 
aromatic rings (A, B) toward the plane 
defined by C(l), C(7), and Sn atoms; 72.61° 
for the ring A, 73.54’ for the ring B. 

structure which is expected from the 

molecular model, molecular mechanics 

calculations (MM2)t2 were carried 

out.13 Fig. 2 shows the optimized 

geometries of the D2- and S4- 

structures of lc with the relative total 

steric energies. The Sq-structure has a 

higher energy than the D2structure by 

0.6 kcallmol, compatible with the X-ray 

analysis. A similar result was obtained 

for lb. However, a slightly inversed 

relation was obtained for la.14 

Assuming the D2-structure for 1 b and 

lc in solution, the transformation to the 

antipode may occur by edge-flippings of 

the ethano-groups. If two edge-flips 

occur at the same time, the antipode 

can be directly formed. On the other 

hand, a single edge-flip leads to the 

achiral S4-structure with a lower 

activation energy. Therefore the 

transformation can be preferably 

performed by sequential two edge-flips 

via the S4-structure. The barrier 

between the D2- and S4-structures in 

Fig. 2 corresponds to the racemization 

energy. 

Fig. 3 shows a temperature-dependent tH NMR spectrum (270 MHz) of the ethano-protons of 

lc (left) and the corresponding calculated spectra (right).16 A typical AA’BB-pattern at 30 “C 

indicates that the transformation to the antipode is slow at that temperature. However, when the 

sample is warmed, the spectrum changes to a singlet at 70 “C through a coalescence temperature 
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of ca. 60 %. From the rate constants obtained by simulation of the spectrum at fiie temperatures, 
the activation parameters of lc are calculated to be AH* 3: 16.7ti.5 kcaUmo! and AS = 0.4&l .O 

e. u. On the contrary to lc, the 1H NMR spectrum of lb showed a sharp singlet at 30 “6 and split 

into a AA’BB’-pattern at -65 OC through a coalescence temperature of ca. -30 “C in CD2Clp. Similar 

treatment gives the activation parameters of AH* = 10.6fo.5 kcallmol and AS = -2&l .O 8.u. for 

lb. The spectrum of la showed a sharp singlet in the temperature range between 30 - -96 OC and 

activation parameters could not be obtained, indicating AG* * 6 kcallmol. Thus, the activation 

energies of the racemization of l&c is strongly dependent on the substituent X and increases in 

the order of la (X = H) < lb (X = $4) < lc (X = sp3-C). To achieve the optical resolution of this 

type of compound at room temperature, an introduction either of more bulky substituents or the 

additional ethano-bridge(s) in X-positions would be necessary and such studies are in progress. 

“L_ 

simulated 

J-r 

JL 190 

Reaction coordinate -Yk%i--m III III1 , 

3.5 3.0 PPm 

Fig. 2 Conformational analysis of lc and Fig. 3 Temperature-dependent 270 MHz 
the racemizatbn path (Dp e D2*) based on 1 H NMR spectrum for the ethano-protons of 
molecular mechanics calculation. lc in C6D5Br (left) and the corresponding 

simulated spectra (right). 
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17.190(2), c = 17.206(2) A, fl= 103.40(l)“, V = 4950(l) A3, Z = 6, DC = 1.437 gem-3; Rigaku 

APC5R; MO-KU radiation [h(Ka) = 0.71069 A]; 3°<26<60.10; 7499 unique reflections, of which 
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Silicon (atom type: 19) parameters were modified for tin parameters as follows; van der Waais 

parameters (atom tyie, EPS, R*) 19,0.270,2.55; stretching parameters (bond, KS, LO) 2-19, 2.9, 

2.17: 2-2, 6.067, 1.39; tortion parameters (angle, VI, V2, V3) 2-2-19-2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.4: 2-2-2-19, 

0.0, 6.6,0.0: l-2-2-19.0.0, 6.6, 0.0: 5-2-2-19, 0.0, 6.6, 0.0: 2-2-2-2, -0.93,6.6, 0.0: 52-2-5,0.0, 

10.0, 0.0: 2-2-2-5, 0.0, 6.0, -1.06: l-2-2-5, 0.0, 6.33, 0.0: l-2-2-2, -0.1, 6.6, 0.0; bending 

parameters (angle, KS, bond angle) 2-2-19, 0.4, 120.0: 2-142, 0.4, 109.5: O-2-19, 0.05. By 

using these parameters, X-ray structure of lc was well reproducible [ tilt angles of the aromatic 

rings (see Pii. 1) are in good accordance with the X-ray structure wtthin 2O]. 

The D2_structure is more stable than the Sq-structure by 1.37 kcai/moi for lb. However, the 

Sestructure is slightly more stable (0.03 kcailmoi) than the D2structure for la. 

The following chemical shifts and coupling constants were used for the simulation; lb: bH1 = 

bH3 = 3.39, bH2 = bH4 = 3.73, J12 = J34 = -17 Hz, Jl4 = J23 = 3.0 Hz, Jig = 10.0 Hz, J24 = 9.0 

Hz; lc: 8Hl = bH3 = 3.39, bH2 = bH4 = 3.20, J12 = J34 = -16.9 Hz, 514 = J23 = 3.0 Hz, Jig = 

9.7 Hz, J24 = 9.3 Hz. 
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